QUANTUM OF SURPRISE!
We at Footprint like to keep you updated on the many delightful experiences we uncover every now and then. This time we present you a booklet which is a collection of interesting journeys that can be weaved into your holiday. Each journey has been handpicked by us, not based on whether they feature in any top ten list but based on our personal experiences and on the fact that it will probably be a highlight of your trip.

We have traversed the globe and brain stormed extensively to cull out journeys that fit easily into the normal course of your work and personal life.

Modelled a La Bond, this booklet unveils a journey a page, a thrill a minute. Read on and tell us which journey you would like to take.

Sujatha Arvind
Head - Products & Process
THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN GEAR

Ascari racing / Cycling in the Via Verde
Live your Schumacher dream. Kick up the gears to Malaga, Spain, where the Ascari resort recreates the adrenaline fuelled F1 experience.
Or pedal back to a quintessential Spanish Romance, along the Via Verde, cycling tracks that have been created on old, unused railway lines, complete with tunnels and restored stations.
Spain

Spain is one glorious canvas, where artists and Mother Nature have vied with each other! Especially in Andalusia, the jewel of Southern Spain, where the Cathedral at Seville, the Alhambra and Mezquita await you, among other things!

Extend your Footprint and: Souk up Morocco!

Spanish especial:
Sign up for a unique Olive oil trail or Ceramic trail at Seville!
FROM NORWAY WITH LOVE

Flamsbana Rail / Atlantic Road

Hop on to the Flamsbana rail, for a journey into the heart of Norway’s legendary fjords. Or rent a car and take the Atlantic Ocean Road with its dramatic bridges like the Storseisundet bridge. Fjord or Road, Norway is all about putting your vacation into top gear!
Norway

Visit 1000 year old Oslo with its famous Vigeland Sculpture park, the Holmenkollen ski jump and the Viking Ship Museum. Or sit pretty at Bergen, the starting point of the fjord experience, right in between Sognefjord and Hardangerfjod.

*Extend your Footprint to: Historic, hip Sweden right next door.*

Norway nugget:
Bird watching trails and coastal car trips.
Pacific Highway 1, California, USA

It’s a twisting, cliff-hugging, 123-mile (198-kilometer) route that plays hide and seek with the Pacific ocean. From historic Monterey, through Carmel (as pretty as it claims), Big Sur and down to Morro Bay. Catch glimpses of giant manatees or lithe surfers (depending on the season). Take a few detours to find little towns, where the waves & the supper are, as the locals put it ‘seriously good’!
West Coast, United States

This American vacation, discover a whole new side to the West Coast. Hit the Napa Sonoma route in California and wind down in picturesque towns like St. Helena. Or get some serious metro & museum action at San Francisco and San Jose. And if you’re in the mood, the lights, sounds & action of LA, are just a hop away.

Extend your Footprint to: Wide, vast and wondrous Western Canada

Best of the West: Quirky stops like the Kitchen Museum at the Culinary Institute of America plus quaint towns that are the quintessence of cool! 
Capilano Bridge
Walk across the world's longest and highest suspension bridge - the Capilano bridge into a beautiful 27 acre west coast rainforest.
Athabasca Glacier
Or hop aboard a giant explorer bus that drives you to the middle of the Athabasca Glacier, where ice slopes taller than the Eiffel Tower surround you. If this doesn’t sway you, nothing will.

Extend your Footprint to: Scenic attraction filled West Coast of the United States.

Western Canada
The land of the Maple has surprises of all colours, temperatures & tones. Road trips can take you across the glacier filled Ice fields Parkway connecting the Jasper and Banff national parks. If city lights are your things, welcoming Vancouver is open all year through. Or get your skiing legs at the world famous award winning resort of Whistler Blackcomb.

Canadian Cames
Scenic towns in the Alberta regions and picturesque waterfall trails!
Petra Cave Walk

A walk through a sheer sided chasm that suddenly brings you face to face with a building more than 2000 years old - that’s Petra, the rose red city for you.

Just one of the many allures of Jordan!
Jordan

From the Nabateans to the Romans to Lawrence of Arabia, history in Jordan has been etched, sculpted and laid out for the world to see. Post Petra, visit Roman Jerash and head out to the Spas near the Dead Sea for R&R!

Extend your Footprint to: Legendary Jerusalem and bustling Istanbul.

Jordanian Gem:
Hiking from Dana Reserve to Petra past desert sands, Bedouins and centuries!
Hiram Bingham Train Journey / Peru

Party like it’s the 1920s. Take the Hiram Bingham express from Cusco to Machu Picchu, a journey replete with a Peruvian gourmet experience, topped off with the unforgettable sights of the Urumbamba valley. The trip ends with a visit to Machu Picchu and Hunyan Picchu. Need we say more?
Peru
It's a wonder a minute in Peru! From the colourful thousand year old markets in the Cusco area to the mysterious Nazca Lines, everything Peruvian is guaranteed to amaze you. And that's even before you visit a living Inca settlement, try river rafting or learn the ancient art of shawl weaving.

Extend your Footprint to: Chile, Brazil or Galapagos and make it one complete South America Saga!
Devils Pool/Walking Safaris

Take a dip in the world’s highest, naturally formed infinity pool, the Devil’s Pool at Victoria Falls. Or accompany a ranger on foot across South Luangwa National Park, to get a closer look at Africa’s most magnificent beasts. Game?
Zambia & South Africa

Zambia packs in quite a punch. From unspoilt reserves to the world’s most well known waterfall (the Victoria Falls), it has it all. Once you’ve walked on the wild side, fly out to South Africa, where everything from perky penguins to swinging cities, are on offer!

Extend your Footprint to: Sensational South Africa!

Zoom in on Zambia: Walking trails and award winning lodges
Come meet us at
No. 5, Ambadi Road, Second Floor,
Kotturpuram, Chennai 600 085, Tamil Nadu. India.
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